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ABSTRACT

Critical levels and powers of competing tests are often evaluated through Monte

Carlo simulations. Since the empirical critical levels of those tests are often very dif

ferent. comparisons of the power estimates are not valid. We suggest that Monte Carlo

estimates of critical values be used to create adjusted power estimates which are then

comparable. The main contribution is to analyze the vartab1lity of the adjusted esti

mates and to point out implications for the planning of Monte Carlo power studies.



1 Introduction

Monte Carlo experiments are often the simplest way to estimate and compare the

power functions of complex test statistics. Unfortunately, at the end of such studies

one may find results such as the following:

Table 1

6=0 6 = 1.5 6=3.0 6 =4.5

Test 1: .08 .24 .37 .74

Test 2: .03 .20 .30 .62

where 6 = 0 corresponds to the null hypothesis, .05 is the nominal level of the tests,

and the entries such as .08 are the proportion of test rejections in N Monte Carlo

repUcations. If N is large enough so that the difference .08 - .03 is not the result of

sampling variability, then these two power functions are not comparable in the usual

sense because Test 1 has a "head start" over Test 2.

Thus It would seem important to adjust the power curves if comparing them is of

interest. The simple solution is to just estimate the true critical values by Monte Carlo

and use those estimates throughout the study. Many experimenters would automati

cally take this approach.

The purpose of this paper is to analyze such power estimates when the critical

values themselves have been estimated by Monte Carlo methods. We use the term

"adjusted power estimates" because test statistics often comes with standard critical

values (usually from asymptotic arguments)· such as normal or chi-squared quant1les.

We then think of the use of estimated critical values as an adjustment to make the

power curves comparable. Table 2 in Section 2 shows how we prefer to display the

final results.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the notation and defini

tions. Section 3 gives an asymptotic analysis of the mean and variance of the adjusted

power estimate, and Section 4 comments on the affect the estimation of critical values

has on McNemar's test for equality of power curves. Results in both Sections 3 and 4

have impUcations for the planning of Monte Carlo power studies.
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2 The~utedPowerEHbnue

Consider a test statisUc T for which a criUcal value C~ ofnominal level a has been

proposed. A typical Monte Carlo experiment might draw No independent samples at

the null hypothesis and N I, .•• , N Ie samples at points in the alternaUve hypothesis. For

simplicity we shall often assume k=1. The estlmated true level of the test is then

1 No
PO = Ii" EI(TOi ~ C:),

o i=1

where TOI, ••• ,TONo are the test statisUcs for the No Monte Carlo samples under the null

hypothesis. and I(A) is the indicator function of a set A such that I(A) = 1 if A is true

and 0 otherwise. Thus the sum above just counts the number of test rejecUons using

the criUcal value C~. SimfJarly. the estlmated power at an alternative is

1 Nl

pi =N EI(Tli ~ C:),
I i=1

(2)
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where Tll, ••• ,TINI are the test statistics for the NI Monte Carlo samples under the

alternaUve hypothesis.

A typical result for Po and pi are the values .08 and .24 in row 1 of Table 1. If

No is larger than about 200. then a simple binomial test of Ho :true level=.05 would

suggest that the true level is bigger than the nominal level a = .05. This makes the

value .24 not comparable to power results for other tests with true level= .05 or for a

test such as in the second row ofTable 1.

At this point the experimenters appear forced to rerun the experiment unless they

have saved the individual outcomes from each Monte Carlo replication (which is always

a good practice if the cost of running the experiment is fairly high). We shall assume

that they have saved those values: TOI, ... ,TONo under the null and Til, ... , TINt under

the alternaUve. In this case they can estlmate the criUcal value for T from the (1 - a)

quantile of the null observed values. i.e.• Co = the (1 - a)Noth value of To}, ... ,ToNo

when these are placed in order from smallest to largest.

The adjusted power estlmate is found by replacing C: by Co in (2) resulting in
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Of course the adjusted power at the null Is just a because of the way COt Is chosen.

Ifwe carried out these calculations for the two statistics in Table 1. we might replace

Table 1 by

Table 2

6=0 6 = 1.5 6=3.0 6=4.5

Test 1: .08 (.05) .24 (.19) .37 (.30) .74 (.62)

Test 2: .03 (.05) .20 (.22) .30 (.33) .62 (.68)

The adjusted powers in parentheses are then comparable. On the other hand we

have left the original power estimates in Table 2 because they show what kind ofpower

one would obtain by using the standard critical value C: even though such a test does

not have level a.

In the next section we will analyze the adjusted power estimate PI.

3 Properties of the A.c\tusted Power Estimate

Let Fo(z) = P(T ~ z) and FI (z) = P(T ~ z) be the distribution functions of the

test statistic T under the null and alternative hypotheses. respectively. The true level

a critical value COt satisfies Fo(COt ) = 1 - a. and 1 - FI(COt ) Is the power which PI tries

to estimate.

We assume that Fo and FI are twice ditTerentlable at COt and that their densities

satisfy 0 < !o(COt ) < 00 and 0 < !I(COt ) < 00. Then using results from the Bahadur

representation theOJy found in Serfling (1980. Sec. 2.5). we have that

_!I (COt)...!... E[(1 -a) - I(TOi < COt)]
No i=1 !o(COt )

1 Nl

+"j{ ~I(Tli ~ COt) + RNo + RNI'
I i=1
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where .,fNORNo ~ a and ,fNiRNl ~ a as No - 00. NI - 00. Then by the CLT appUed to

(4) we have that Plls asymptotically normal with mean 1 - FI(Co) and variance

AVAR = !l(Co) 0(1 - 0) + FI(Co)[1 - FI(Co)].
!8(Co ) No NI

Using Taylor expansions we can give further lnslght by directly approximating the

mean and variance ofPI:

E(PI) = E E(PIITolt • •• , TONo)

= E[I- FI(Co))

= [I - FI(Co)] +O(Nal )

Var(PI) = Var E(PIIToI,.'" TONo) +EVar(PIIToI, .. ·, TONo)

= Var[l- FI(C:)] + EFI(Co)~I- FI(Co)]

= !l(Co) 0(1 - 0) + O(N.-2 ) + FI(Co)[1 - FI(Co )] + O(N-2 )
~(Co) No 0 NI I

= AVAR+ O(Na2 ) + O(N12 ) •

These latter results actually require further assumptions on fo and !I but show more

clearly the error ofapproximation. In particular we see that the square of the bias Is of

lower order than the terms ofAVAR. and thus we can concentrate attention on AVAR.

Note first that AVAR has two components. the first depending on the squared ratio

of the densities at Co divided by No and the second Is the usual blnomlal variance for

when Co ls mown instead of estimated.

To see the relative Importance of the two terms of AVAR. let AVAR=A/No+B/NI.

Figure 1 plots the ratio A/B versus power for a one-sided test of a normal mean with

mown variance for three values of0.0 = .10,.05. and .01. The results are In ascending

order with the maxlmum of the ratio = 1.86 at 0 = .10. = 2.22 at 0 = .05. and = 8.87 at

0=.01.

The calculations In Figure 1 are simple: at 0 = .05 !I(Co) = 4>{1.645 - 6).fo(Co ) =
<1>(1.645). and power(6)= 1 - FI(Co) = 1 - t(1.645 - 6). where <I> and t are the standard

normal density and distribution functions. respectively. and 61s the alternative. S1m1lar

computations were also carried out for chi-squared type tests. Surprisingly. results
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Figure 1: Ratio of terms in AVAR for one-sided mean test with normal data and lmown

variance. In ascending order the curves are for Q = .10, .05. and .01.

very simtJar to Figure 1 hold true for any test which has a non-central chi-squared

power function.

Thus for such cases it would appear that the variance of Ih is about three times

the variance ofpi when Q is near .05 and No = NI and about nine times as much when

Q is near .01.

If this analysis is made after the experiment is completed. then not much else

can be said. However. if one lmows before the experiment that adjusted power will be

needed (or equivalently that Monte Carlo critical values COl will be required). then we

might by to optim1ze the choice of sample sizes No, ... , N /c. at least if the value of Q is

speclfted (and using the variance ratios suggested by Figure 1). Rather than give formal

procedures. we merely suggest that No be chosen considerably larger than N I, ... , N /c.

For example. if k > 1 a rough rule of thumb might be No = 10N},NI = N2 = ... = N/c.

4 Tests for Equanty of Two Power Functions

Sometimes it is ofinterest to provide a formal statistical test ofwhether two power

functions are equal. Consider first the results in Table 1. Suppose that one wanted to

compare the estimates .24 and .20 at 6 = 1.5 (ignoring for the moment that the true

levels are not equal). If the individual test results are available for each ofthe N 1 Monte
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Carlo replications. then one would form the two by two table

Test 1

Test 2

Reject Accept Total

Reject a b a+b

Accept c d c+d

Total a+c b+d NI

..

""

."

and use McNemar's test to test for equal power (see. e.g.• Agresti. 1990. p. 350). The

approximate normal statistic typically used 18

b-c
Z = y'b+c' (6)

An exact test may be obtained by noting that b conditioned on b + c is binomially

distributed with b+c trla1s and p = 1/2. McNemar's test is required here because the

rejection results for Test 1 and Test 2 are Paired since the statistics are both computed

on the same Monte Carlo samples.

Now suppose that we want to use McNemar's test to comPare the adjusted power

estimates. For notation we let a, b, c, dbe the counts in the 2 x 2 table when Monte

Carlo estimated critical values are used. and Z = (b - c)/Vb + c.

Using expansions slmllar to (4) we can show that Z .!i N(O, 1+~V) as No - 00 and

NI - 00 with NI/No -~. 0 $ ~ < 00. and V is a positive constant depending on a and

on the joint density of the test statistics under both null and alternative hypotheses.

This result tells us that we need to choose No large relative to Nl in order to

Justify the use of N(O, 1) critical values with Z. Of course the magnitude of V is also

important but hard to characterize in general because of the way that It depends on

the joint densities of the test statistics.
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